
STEP 2  

ART ACTIVITY

MIX AND MATCH 
BUTTERFLY TEMPLATE

INK  DETAILS

LEVEL
MEDIUM

TIME
45 minutes

MATERIALS
CreoPop Pen and Ink

INK AMOUNT
1.5 cartridges

NOZZLE
Wide

You can make your butter�y with any 
ink! REGULAR Ink is always a good 
choice. 

Try GLITTER Ink for a little sparkle, or
TEMPERATURE Ink for a butter�y that
changes color in your hand! 

Use any color you like or choose more
than one for a multi color design!

Choose your butter�y body shape, wing design, legs, and antennae shape from the 
template options. You can mix and match for a custom design!

Fill in the body X1 following the PEN MODE KEY to know what mode to use. Go 
over your body shape more than once to make it thicker and stronger, building 
up the ink. Remember you can change your ink color at any time for a multi color 
design.

Fill in the wing design X2 following the PEN MODE KEY to know what mode to 
use. Feel free to decorate your wing pieces any way you want!

Draw your antennae X2 and leg pieces X2 or X3 depending on how many you 
want. Use the PEN MODE KEY to know what mode to use and go over your pieces 
more than once to build up the ink and make them stronger. 
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STEP 5  

Now it is time to assemble your butter�y. Use FILLING MODE to draw ink along 
the JOIN MARK options indicated on the stencil in RED. Connect the wings to each 
side of the body, add the legs to the underside of the body and add the antennae 
to the head matching all of the JOIN MARKS. For each join use LIGHT-ONLY MODE 
to cure the ink. Repeat until your butter�y is ready to take �ight!



CREOPOP ART: BUTTERFLY TEMPLATE

Mix and match your butter�y! To get started choose one body shape, one wing design, one typeof antennae and 
one size of legs to mix and match as you want.

USE FILLING MODE FOLLOWED BY LIGHT-ONLY MODE TO CURE

USE DRAWING MODE 2 OR 3  TO FOLLOW LINE

JOIN PIECES TOGETHER ALONG THESE DOTS 

X 2

2

WINGS

X 2
ANTENNAE

X 2 OR X 3
LEGS

X 1
BODY

TRY CHANGING COLORS FOR A
MULTI-COLOR DESIGN OR 
ADDING YOUR OWN PATTERNS.

TIP
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